eFlip Standard, a Flipbook Maker for Improving eBook Sales
eFlip Software Co., Ltd. releases eFlip Standard, a flipbook maker for improving eBook sales.
GUANGDONG, CHINA, May 30, 2013 /24-7PressRelease/ -- eFlip Software Co., Ltd. releases eFlip Standard, a
flipbook maker for improving eBook sales. eBook offers a promising market in the online industry today. People's awareness
of modern technology has been rapidly surging and eBooks are one of the top technology formats being utilized. People's
awareness and demand for eBooks increased significantly when smartphones and tablet PCs were launched. Because of
this, the need for an effective flipbook maker also increases and competition is inevitable.
Just like simple mobile applications, eBooks are designed differently. eBook designs are based on how it is being logically
presented by the creator but the sophistication can be blamed from the flip book maker itself. Flip book maker such as eFlip
Standard offers a comfortable and effective user interface with an easy to use function. It promises to boost and increase
eBooks sales which also mean profit for the business. Along with its easy-to-use interface, the user can effectively create
attractive eBooks easily.
The very idea of market competition in eBooks is the reason why businesses utilizing flipbook maker should enhance and
fully create attractive book interfaces. The eFlip Standard will possibly meet the entire requirements for creating
sophisticated designed eBooks. With its powerful functions such as creating unlimited digital publication forms from PDF,
MS Office, and Open Office, the flipbook can be efficiently presented. Among the features of eFlip Standard that will help
increase eBook sales for Web, mobile and tablet PC platforms including the following - realistic 3D page flip, easy and
secure hosting for up to 5GB free storage account of online publication, Android app expandable, can be integrated with
flipbook App builder, run in different types of mobile phone environment, has over 20 template designs for easier flipbook
creation, it can be shared in the form of HTML, EXE, Flash, ZIP, APP and CD.
eFlip Standard has the power to convert digital formats such as PDF, Open Office, and MS Word documents into digital
publications. Aside from that, it has a realistic and effective page-flipping effect even when utilized offline since it is an
eBook. Utilizing eFlip Standard, eBooks are fully customizable according to desired colors, brands, logos, sounds, icons,
and etc. that will certainly increase eBook sales.
Do you want to build an effective eBook now? Just go to the eFlip Software website to know more about pdf to flipbook
software and increase your eBook sales.
eFlip Software Co., Ltd (PageFlipPDF.com) is a great office software provider. Its main product is the eFlip Standard for
creating flash-based flipbooks from PDF files and Microsoft Office documents. For further information, please contact us at:
http://www.pageflippdf.com/contact.html
YouTube video about eFlip Standard, visit: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gaIdMuXGR_g
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